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Abstract

The separation of plasma from whole blood is the first step in many diagnostic tests.

Point-of-care tests often rely on integrated plasma filters, but protein retention in such

filters limits their performance. Here, we investigate plasma separation on interlocked

micropillar scaffolds ("synthetic paper") by the local agglutination of blood cells coupled

with the capillary separation of the plasma. We separated clinically relevant volumes

of plasma with high efficiency in a separation time on par with that of state of the

art techniques. We investigated different covalent and non-covalent surface treatments

(PEGMA, HEMA, BSA, O2 plasma) on our blood filter and their effect on protein

recovery, and identified O2 plasma treatment and 7.9 μg/cm2 agglutination antibody

as most suitable treatments. Using these treatments, we recovered at least 82% of the

blood plasma proteins, more than with state-of-the-art filters. The simplicity of our

device and the performance of our approach could enable better point-of-care tests.
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Introduction

Whole blood tests are considered the ”gold standard” in clinical diagnostics.1 Because the in-

tense red color of hemoglobin interferes with the readout of colorimetric or optical detection-

based diagnostic tests, plasma separation is a common first step to increase diagnostic test

accuracy.1–3 The traditional method for separating plasma from whole blood in lab settings

is centrifugation. Plasma separation in both traditional blood centrifuges4 and in lab-on-

CD platforms5,6 require bulky equipment, which limits their application in the point-of-care

setting. Thanks to the development of microfluidic technology, it is now possible to separate

plasma in small chips for micro total analysis. Microfluidic plasma separation methods in-

clude active separation and passive separation.7 For active separation methods, an external

force/field is applied to the fluidic system, such as centrifugation8,9 or an acoustic,10 elec-

tric,11,12 or magnetic13 field. Passive separation requires no external forces and is therefore

better suited for application at the point-of-care. Passive separation relies on the different

behavior of species (different cells and plasma) in the fluidic system.14 Different separation

methods including sedimentation, filtration, lateral displacement, and hydrodynamic effects

were reviewed by Tripathi et al.7 Capillary flow-driven blood plasma separation is often used

in lateral flow test strips because it is self-contained and autonomous, low-cost and comes

with low fabrication and device complexity.4 Typically, a filtration membrane is integrated

up-stream on the lateral flow test substrate.15 Yang et al. introduced plasma separation

by red blood cell agglutination on paper-based microfluidic devices.16 Blood processing in

high-surface-to-volume components, however, results in a significant loss of protein, typically

more than 25% in plasma filtration membranes.17

In this study, we implement red blood cell agglutination on "synthetic paper" interlocked

micropillar scaffolds. Synthetic paper is a porous synthetic substrate with a low internal sur-

face area designed for use in capillary-driven lateral flow tests.18 Mercene Labs, the company

that commercialises synthetic paper, estimates a unit production cost of synthetic paper be-

ing 2-4 times that of conventional blood filter paper (personal communication). Besides the
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uncomplicated and potentially low-cost fabrication of synthetic paper, our choice for this

substrate material is motivated by its photolitographically-controlled geometry and that the

material can be fabricated as a porous sheet, which could potentially allow for easy inte-

gration by layering - a method commonly employed in lateral flow test fabrication. We

hypothesize that synthetic paper combines a sufficiently high porosity for efficient capillary

pumping of the plasma with a sufficiently low internal surface area to avoid significant protein

adsorption during plasma separation.

Results and Discussion

We fabricated plasma extractors from synthetic paper using multidirectional photostructur-

ing in off-stoichiometric thiol-ene (OSTE) in a process previously reported.18 The extractors

consist of a square sample loading pad (side length 16.8 mm, thickness t = 300 μm) that

is connected to a rectangular plasma channel (width 2 mm, length 30 mm, thickness t =

100 μm) (Fig. 1). The micropillars had a circular cross-section with diameter d = 50 μm

and interspacing p = 100 μm. Next, we performed a hydrophilic surface treatment (using

O2 plasma unless specified differently). We spotted red blood cell agglutination antibody on

the loading pad (7.9 μg/cm2 internal surface area unless specified differently) and let it dry

for 90 min. Plasma separation starts with adding 90 μL whole blood to the loading pad.

The agglutination antibody dissolves in the blood and causes red blood cells to agglutinate.

The red blood cell clot and the clots are withheld by the scaffold pillars in the loading pad,

while clean plasma capillarily fills the plasma channel.

The volume of plasma in the plasma channel was typically between 5 and 6 μL. I.e., for

blood with hematocrit h = 0.45, the extractor allows a typical plasma yield of 11.1%, which

is higher than that of many blood separation devices,19,21–24 see Table 1. The plasma channel

geometry allows easy processing of the separated plasma (Fig. S3).

Synthetic paper allows plasma separation in porous media with a pore size above 50 μm,
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Figure 1 A synthetic paper-based plasma extractor consisting of a sample loading pad and a
plasma channel. (a) Schematic top (left) and cross-section (right) view of the plasma extractor in
which red blood cells (red) agglutinate while plasma (orange) continues to capillarily wet the synthetic
paper (blue). (b) Top view photographs of plasma separation at different time points after adding 90
μL whole blood on the loading pad. The arrows indicate the plasma liquid front. (c) Microscopy image
of the junction between the sample loading pad and the plasma channel. (d) SEM image of the
junction between the sample loading pad and the plasma channel. (e) Schematic perspective view of
the microstructure of synthetic paper.
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Table 1 Comparison between our results and those of state-of-the-art plasma filters.19

Reference Design principle Hematocrit, h (%) Separation yield (%) Protein recovery (%) Blood volume (μL) Separation time (s)
Yang and Zahn20 Active: bifurcation law 45 (sheep blood) 14-25 N.P. 3-4 60
Kersaudy-Kerhoas et al.21 Active: constriction-expansion & bifurcation 45 5 N.P. 33.3 60
Prabhakar et al.22 Active: biophysical & geometrical effects 45 3 N.P. 300-500 60
Li et al.23 Passive: microbead plug 45 (sheep blood) 1.8 N.P. 10 600
Crowley et al.24 Passive: porous microfilters 40 1 N.P. N.P. N.P.
Chung et al.25 Passive: membrane filter 45.5 30 N.P. 50 60
Lu et al.19 Passive: membrane filter 45 60 N.P. 60 1200
Hauser et al.17 Passive: membrane filter 45 65 73 50 600
This work synthetic paper Passive: blood agglutination 45 58 20 367
This work plasma extractor Passive: blood agglutination 45 11 >82 90 316

* N.P. means not provided in the literature. For active devices, we use flow rate (per 60
second) to present the separation speed. For passive devices, we use the blood volume

versus separation time to present the separation speed.

which is substantially larger than the maximum allowable pore size of 2 μm in standard

filters. The low flow resistance results in a rapid initial spreading of the sample. Indeed, the

plasma separation time, 316 ± 12 s, is low compared to ∼600 s for state of the art filters

(Fig. S4).17

We investigated the potential separation efficiency of plasma from whole blood for syn-

thetic paper with different surface concentrations of agglutination antibody and for different

sample volumes (Fig. 2, Table S1). We dropped whole blood on a 100 μm thick synthetic

paper substrate (internal surface area 3.30 cm2/cm2 footprint, internal volume 5.34 μL/cm2

footprint). For blood with a specific hematocrit level, h, we calculated the separation effi-

ciency, η, from the footprint area of the red blood cell capture region, ARBC , and the clear

plasma region, Aplasma, as

η =
Aplasma

(Aplasma + ARBC)(1− h)
. (1)

An agglutination antibody coating of ∼7.9 μg/cm2 internal surface area resulted in three

distinct regions in the synthetic paper: a central region that contains red blood cells, sur-

rounded by a clear plasma region in which we did not observe red blood cells, surrounded

by a dry synthetic paper region. Less agglutination antibody resulted in the presence of red

blood cells in the plasma; more agglutination antibody reduced the volume of whole blood

that could be processed. We separated 6.2 ± 0.4 μL plasma from 20 μL whole blood with

an efficiency of 57.8% ± 6.5% (n = 9) in ∼ 367 s. The 57.8% separation efficiency is on par

with the best previously reported values for passive blood filtering.17,19 Capillarily separat-
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Figure 2 Plasma separation efficiency on 100 μm thick synthetic paper coated with
agglutinating antibody. (a) Schematic view of the agglutination of red blood cells (red) while plasma
(orange) continues to capillarily wet the synthetic paper (blue). (b) Microscopy images of the plasma
region of synthetic paper coated with 7.9 μg/cm2 agglutination antibody, showing clear separation
between plasma and red blood cells. Scale bars are 1 mm. (c) Top view photographs of synthetic paper
after plasma separation from 15 μL whole blood for different amounts of agglutinating antibody
coating. (d) Separation time and separation efficiency of the plasma separation from 15 μL whole blood
on 100 μm thick synthetic paper coated with different agglutinating antibody concentration. Error bars
indicate sd. (e) Top view photographs of synthetic paper coated with 7.9 μg/cm2 agglutination
antibody after plasma separation from different volumes of whole blood. (f) Separation time and
separation efficiency of different volumes of whole blood on 100 μm thick synthetic paper coated with
7.9 μg/cm2 agglutination antibody; plasma yield of a commercial filtration membrane device17, and,
plasma yield of the extractor shown in Fig. 1. Error bars indicate sd.
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ing plasma from 20 μL whole blood in ∼ 367 s is faster than many passive blood filtering

devices.26–28 For increasing levels of agglutination antibody, we observed an increased sepa-

ration time and a decreased red blood cell area. This results from the increased red blood

cell clotting inside the synthetic paper creating increased flow resistance and, eventually,

blocking off all flow at the filling time. For increasing volumes of whole blood, we obtained

a slight decrease in separation efficiency, and an increase in separation time. Adding more

than 20 μL of blood at the same position resulted in the blood not entering the clogged

synthetic paper but spreading on top of the synthetic paper surface, fouling the clear plasma

region (Fig. 2e).

We investigated the protein recovery rate of plasma extractors (Fig. 3). We did this by

adding 90 μL of a sample (centrifuged plasma, whole blood or DPBS) to the extractor loading

pad. After the plasma channel was filled, we separated the plasma channel and extracted the

sample liquid by centrifuging into a test tube for protein analysis (Fig. S3). We measured

the protein concentration using the PierceTM BCA protein assay. We define the protein

recovery as the difference between the protein recovered from the sample, cp,sample, and the

agglutination antibody rinsed from synthetic paper (negative control). The agglutination

antibody concentration, cAgg, was estimated by adding 90 μL DPBS on the extractor and

measuring the protein in the plasma channel. We can expect, however, that during processing

of blood, the actual amount of agglutination antibody in the sample will be lower, since

red blood cells bind part of the agglutination antibody. Our protein recovery values are

thus conservative estimates. Normalising the protein recovery versus the average protein

concentration in centrifuged blood plasma, cp,cntr, defines the protein recovery rate

Rp =
cp,sample − cAgg

cp,cntr
. (2)

The protein recovery rate for whole blood was 82% ± 6%, which is better than recently

reported for commercial blood filters (Fig. 3a).17 Our estimated value for the total amount
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Figure 3 Protein recovery in plasma extracted using the extractor. (a) Protein recovery rate, Rp,
from plasma extracted by the extractor, by centrifugation and by filtration through a commercial
filter17. (b) Total protein amount collected in the plasma channel of the extractor for different types of
sample and surface treatments, compared to the protein amount in centrifuged plasma of the same
volume and the amount of AB deposited on the loading pad. (c) Protein recovery rate, Rp, from
plasma or blood on a surfaces with different hydrophilic treatments. The white regions in the plots
refer to the BSA or antibody mixed into the liquid collected from the plasma channel. The nine
measurement points per bar result from three measurements on whole blood or centrifuged plasma
sample obtained from three volunteers. Error bars indicate sd. The dotted line indicates 100 % protein
recovery. N.A. indicates sample not suitable for the BCA protein assay test due to the presence of red
blood cells; Ab is short for agglutination antibody; HEMA is hydroxyethylmethacrylate; PEGMA is
poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate; O2 is oxygen plasma treatment; BSA is bovine serum
albumin; Centrifugation refers to blood plasma from centrifuging whole blood; blood is whole blood.
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of agglutination antibody in the extracted plasma is roughly 13% of the amount used to coat

the synthetic paper, and accounts for approximately 25% of the total protein content in the

separation channel (Fig. 3b).

Besides O2 plasma surface treatment, we also tested the performance of the extrac-

tor when using the following common hydrophilic surface treatments prior to adding the

agglutination antibody: covalently linked poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacry-

late (PEGMA), covalently linked hydroxyethylmethacrylate (HEMA), and adsorbed bovine

serum albumin (BSA) (Fig. 3c). O2 plasma treated synthetic paper remained hydrophilic

for 2 weeks; PEGMA and HEMA treated synthetic paper remained hydrophilicity for at

least 2 months, and; previous work indicates that HEMA treated OSTE surfaces remain

hydrophilic for at least 11 months.29 Using centrifuged plasma as the sample, we observed

no significant loss of plasma protein on the synthetic paper for PEGMA, HEMA and O2

plasma surface treatments; BSA treatment resulted in an estimated 91.7% protein recovery

rate. These high protein recovery rates indicate a near-zero protein adsorption on synthetic

paper for a variety of surface treatments and confirm the suitability of this substrate as a

porous matrix for biological sample handling.

For all plasma separation tests, we added the whole blood 90 min after agglutination

antibody deposition. On O2 plasma treated surfaces we obtained good plasma separation

from blood. Sample addition at earlier time points, however, lead to blood sample flowing

too fast to allow efficient mixing of agglutination antibody with the sample and, as a result,

no clear plasma was obtained. Sample addition at much later time points lead to the the

blood not entering the loading pad, likely due to the dried agglutination antibody rendering

the synthetic paper surface hydrophobic. HEMA, PEGMA and BSA surface treatments all

lead to blood sample flowing too fast to allow efficient mixing of agglutination antibody with

the sample (see Table S3 for device filling speed).

Whereas we successfully achieved our goal, i.e., proof-of-concept plasma separation in

a rapid fashion with high protein recovery, our results also indicate the need for further
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surface treatment optimization. In previous work, dried agglutination antibody kept its

blood agglutination ability for 45 days with an additive mixture of 10% of glycerol and

0.1% of Tween 20.30 We speculate that similar strategies, in combination with a loading pad

porosity adapted to control the blood filling speed, may enable synthetic paper-based plasma

extractors with long shelf life.

We foresee the critical application of our technology in lateral flow testing. The synthetic

paper substrate is well-suited for such assays due to its transparency, low autofluorescence,

and surface that contains free thiol groups, facilitating capture biomolecule immobiliza-

tion.31–34 In other work, we demonstrated the suitability of synthetic paper for immunoas-

says.33,34 We speculate one could readily adapt the 30 mm long plasma channel into a test

strip by integrating, e.g., colorimetric or fluorescent lateral flow immunoassays.

The presented method works for type A, type B, and type AB, which includes more

than 50% of the population. Polyclonal antibodies that trigger type O blood agglutination

can be generated from mice by immunochemical methods.35 We speculate that adding such

antibodies will allow the devices to work for all blood types, including A, B, AB, and O.

Conclusions

We successfully integrated plasma separation by agglutination in the lateral flow test sub-

strate synthetic paper. We achieved fast separation, high separation efficiency, and a high

protein recovery rate. We expect our results to find most immediate applications within

lateral flow test devices.

Supplementary Information

The experimental details including materials, synthetic paper fabrication, surface prepa-

ration, agglutinating antibody deposition, device operation and characterization, protein

recovery are included in the supplementary information. In addition, a SEM picture of
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commercial filtration membrane is also shown in the supplementary information.
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